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acdsee's camera raw support, which used to be limited to the canon eos cameras, has now expanded to include the fujifilm x-series as well. it's a welcome addition. acdsee's new 3d photo stitching tool has been updated to include numerous options. the new albums tab in the main window allows you to
organize photos into groups, and has a pop-up menu for adding photos to an existing group. acdsee pro's editing tools are powerful, and its advanced color correction tools and its ability to process multiple files at once is a big plus. however, it's a slow app, and it doesn't have the functionality of the editors'

choice lightroom. in fact, it's not as powerful as photo mechanic. but acdsee's speed and flexibility make it a good all-around tool, and it's good value for its modest $49.99 price. acdsee continues to evolve and grow, and this version is no exception. the new acdsee pro version 12 is a big update with new
features. that said, i am a fan of acdsee pro. the huge advantage of acdsee is the speed with which it can process photos, which is almost always faster than lightroom. for example, if i have about 200 photos from a shoot to process, i can start it all at once. in lightroom, i would have to start one at a time,

and it would take several hours for all 200 files to be processed. acdsee's processing speed is very fast, and i can keep several files open at once. acdsee photo manager is now optimized for windows 7. it features a new slide show wizard that allows you to create an auto-play slideshow from your photos, and
a new slide show slider that displays thumbnails of the slideshow images along with play/pause controls. the program also allows you to add additional slide show options such as transition effects and image adjustments.
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